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Kramer's sampling theorem indicates that, under certain conditions, sampling
theorems associated with boundary-value problems involving nth order self-adjoint
differential operators can be obtained. In this paper, we extend this result and
derive a sampling theorem associated with boundary-value problems involving a
one-dimensional system of Dirac operators. As a special case, we obtain a sampling
theorem for the Hartley transform of a bandlimited function. Q 1997 Academic
Press
1. INTRODUCTION
 .The Whittaker]Shannon]Kotel'nikov WSK sampling theorem states
 .that if f t is a bandlimited function with bandwidth s , then it is
completely determined by its values at the points t s nprs , n g Z, andn
can be reconstructed by means of the formula
` sin s t y t .n
f t s f t , 1 .  .  . n s t y t .nnsy`
where the series is absolutely and uniformly convergent on compact sets
w x  .13 . By a bandlimited function we mean a function f t that can be
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written in the form
s1
yi t wf t s F w e dw , 2 .  .  .H’2p ys
2 .for some F g L ys , s . The famous Paley]Wiener theorem asserts that
2 .f is an entire function of exponential type s that belongs to L R when
restricted to the real axis, i.e.,
s < z <f z F Ae , for some A ) 0, .
and
` 2
f x dx - `, where x s Re z . .H
y`
 .It should be noted that the series 1 can be written in the form
` G t .
f t s f t , 3 .  .  . Xn t y t G t .  .n nnsy`
 .where G t s sin s trs .
 .Formula 3 resembles the well-known Lagrange interpolation formula,
and for this reason, we call it a Lagrange-type interpolation formula. The
WSK theorem is considered an important tool in communication engineer-
ing because it enables engineers to reconstruct analogue bandlimited
signals by sampling them at certain instants.
The connection between the WSK sampling theorem and boundary-value
w xproblems was first observed in 1957 by H. P. Kramer 5 , who derived the
following generalization of the WSK sampling theorem.
 .  .Let there exist a function K x, t continuous in t such that K x, t g
2 .L I for every real number t. Assume that there exists a sequence of real
 4   .4numbers t such that K x, t is a complete orthogonal family inn ng Z n ng Z
2 . w xL I for some finite interval I s a, b . Then for any function of the form
b
f t s F x K x , t dx , 4 .  .  .  .H
a
2 .with F g L I , we have
`
Uf t s f t S t , 5 .  .  .  . n n
nsy`
where
H bK x , t K x , t dx .  .a nUS t s . 6 .  .n 2bH K x , t dx .a n
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w x  . i x tIn the case where I s ys , s , K x, t s e , t s nprs , it is easy to seen
that
sin s t y t .nUS t s , .n s t y t .n
 .  .  .  .and Eqs. 4 and 5 reduce to 2 and 1 .
 .  4Kramer noted that the function K x, t and the sampling points tn ng Z
can be found from certain boundary-value problems. More precisely, let
dn d
L ' p x q ??? qp x q p x , x g I .  .  .0 ny1 nndx dx
 .be a self-adjoint differential operator, where p x is a complex-valuedk
 .function with n y k continuous derivatives, k s 0, 1, . . . , n, and p x / 00
 .for any x g I. Let U y s 0, j s 1, . . . , n, be linearly independent homo-j
geneous self-adjoint boundary conditions. If the boundary-value problem
Ly s ty , x g I ,
U y s 0, j s 1, . . . , n , .j
 .possesses a function w x, t that generates the eigenfunctions of the
  .4  4problem w x when the parameter t is replaced by the eigenvalues t ,n n
 .  .  4i.e., w x, t s w x , then one can take the sampling points to be t andn n n
 .  .the function K x, t to be w x, t .
In recent years, this connection between sampling theorems and bound-
w xary-value problems has been the focus of many research papers. In 8 ,
sampling theorems associated with regular Sturm]Liouville problems were
investigated. It was shown, among other things, that for such boundary-
 .  .value problems Kramer's sampling series 5 and 6 is nothing more than
 .a Lagrange-type interpolation formula of the form 3 . These results were
refined and extended to singular Sturm]Liouville boundary-value prob-
w x w xlems in 9 . Sampling theorems associated with differential equations 4, 7 ,
and more general types of boundary-value problems have been investi-
w x w xgated in 2, 10, 11 , and in 12 , where the Green's function was used to
generate the interpolation functions. Sampling theorems associated with
w xintegral equations have also been reported 1 .
In this paper, we derive a sampling theorem associated with boundary-
value problems involving one-dimensional Dirac operator. We show that
the sampling series in this case, as in the Sturm]Liouville case, is nothing
more than a Lagrange-type interpolation series. As a special case of our
main result, we obtain a sampling series for the Hartley transform of a
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 .bandlimited function. The Hartley transform of a function f t is defined
as
`
w xF x s cos xt q sin xt f t dt. .  .H
0
w xIt was introduced in 3 by an electric engineer, Hartley, as a way to
overcome what he considered a drawback of the Fourier transform, i.e.,
y`
w xF x s cos xt q i sin xt f t dt , .  .H`
 .namely, representing a real-valued signal f t by a complex-valued one,
 . w xF x . For more details, see 14, Chap. 13 .
2. PRELIMINARIES
Consider the one-dimensional Dirac system of differential equations
yX q p x y q p x y s l y .  .2 11 1 12 2 1
y yX q p x y q p x y s l y , .  .1 21 1 22 2 2
 . w xwhere p x , i, j s 1, 2, are real-valued functions defined on 0, p and li j
is a parameter. Using matrix notation, we can write this system in the form
dy
B q P x y s ly, .
dx
where
p x p x y x .  .  .11 12 10 1B s , P x s , y s . . /y1 0  /  /p x p x y x .  .  .21 22 2
By using a smooth and orthogonal transformation of the form
cos f x ysin f x .  .
H x s , .  /sin f x cos f x .  .
 .  . y1w  .   .  ..xwith f x s 1r2 tan 2 p x r p x y p x , and setting y s12 11 22
 . w xH x z, we can transform the system into the canonical form 6, p. 186 ,
dz
B q Q x z s lz, 7 .  .
dx
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where
p x 0 .
Q x s , .  /0 r x .
 .  .for some appropriate functions p x and r x . Therefore, from now on, we
 .shall confine our attention to Dirac systems in their canonical form 7 .
 .Let us consider the following boundary-value problem for Eq. 7 ,
yX y p x y s l y , yX q r x y s yl y , 8 .  .  .2 1 1 1 2 2
y 0 sin a q y 0 cos a s 0 9 .  .  .1 2
y p sin b q y p cos b s 0, 10 .  .  .1 2
 .  . w xwhere p x and r x are continuous on 0, p .
w x  .  .It is known 6 that the problem 8 ] 10 has a countable number of
 4`eigenvalues l , which are all real and simple, and to every eigen-n nsy`
T  .value l , there corresponds a vector-valued eigenfunction y x, l sn n n
  .  ..y x, l , y x, l , where T stands for the transpose. Moreover,n, 1 n n, 2 n
vector-valued eigenfunctions belonging to different eigenvalues are or-
thogonal, i.e.,
p
Ty x , l y x , l dx .  .H n n m m
0
p
s y x , l y x , l q y x , l y x , l dx s 0. .  .  .  .H n , 1 n m , 1 m n , 2 n m , 2 m
0
 .  X.  .Let y x, l and z x, l be solutions of 8 ; hence
yX y p x y s l y , yX q r x y s yl y 11 .  .  .2 1 1 1 2 2
zX y p x z s lX z , zX q r x z s ylX z . 12 .  .  .2 1 1 1 2 2
 .  .Multiplying 11 by z and yz , and 12 by yy and y respectively, and1 2 1 2
adding them together, we obtain
d
X Xz x , l y x , l y z x , l y x , l 4 .  .  .  .1 2 2 1dx
s l y lX y x , l z x , lX q y x , l z x , lX . 13 4 .  .  .  .  .  .1 1 2 2
T  .   .  ..It is also known that if f x s f x , f x is a vector-valued function1 2
 .which has a continuous derivative and satisfies the boundary conditions 9
 .and 10 , then it can be expanded into an absolutely and uniformly
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 .  .convergent series of the vector-valued eigenfunctions of problem 8 ] 10 ,
viz
` F x .nÃf x s f , 14 .  . n 25 5Fnsy` n
where
p p
TÃf s f x F x dx s f x F x q f x F x dx , .  .  .  .  .  .H Hn n 1 n , 1 2 n , 2
0 0
T  .   .  ..F x s F x , F x is the vector-valued eigenfunction correspond-n n, 1 n, 2
ing to the eigenvalue l , andn
p p
2 T 2 25 5F s F x F x dx s F x q F x dx. .  .  .  .H Hn n n n , 1 n , 2
0 0
 .If f is merely a square-integrable function, then the series 14 converges
to f in the mean.
3. THE MAIN RESULT
Now we can derive a sampling theorem associated with the boundary-
 .  .value problem 8 ] 10 .
 .THEOREM 3.1. Let f x be a square-integrable ¨ector-¨ alued function on
w x0, p . Set
p
TF l s f x F x , l dx , 15 .  .  .  .H
0
 .  .where F x, l is a solution of the differential equation 8 , together with
 .  .  .F 0, l s cos a and F 0, l s ysin a . Then F l is an entire function of1 2
exponential type at most p that can be reconstructed using its ¨alues at the
 4`points l by means of the formulan nsy`
` G l .
F l s F l , 16 .  .  . Xn l y l G l .  .n nnsy`
 .where the series con¨erges uniformly on compact sets of C, and G l is an
 .  .entire function whose zeros are exactly the eigen¨alues of the problem 8 ] 10
and which can be written in the form
` l l
G l s l y l 1 y 1 y . 17 .  .  .0  /  /l lns1 n yn
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 .Proof. First, the infinite product given by 17 defines an entire func-
 .  .tion because it is known that the eigenvalues of the problem 8 ] 10
 2 . < <satisfy the asymptotic formula l s a q n q a rn q O 1rn as n ª `.n 0 1
w x  .See 6, p. 193 . That F l is an entire function of exponential type at most
p follows from the relation
p p
F l F f x F x , l dx q f x F x l dx .  .  .  .  .H H1 1 2 2
0 0
 .  .and the fact that F x, l and F x, l are entire functions of exponential1 2
w xtype at most p ; see Lemma 7.2.1 in 6 .
 . 2 .Since F x, l is in L 0, p for any l, we have
` F x .nÃF x , l s F , 18 .  . n 25 5Fnsy` n
where
p
TÃF s F x , l F x dx .  .Hn n
0
p
s F x , l F x q F x , l F x dx , 19 .  .  .  .  .H 1 n , 1 2 n , 2
0
T .   .  .. T .   .  ..F x, l s F x, l , F x, l and F x s F x , F x .1 2 n n, 1 n, 2
2w x  .Since f is in L 0, p , it has an expansion of the form 14 . In view of
 .Parseval's relation and definition 15 , we obtain
` ÃFnÃF l s f . .  n 25 5Fnsy` n
But
p p
T T ÃF l s f x F x , l dx s f x F x dx s f ; .  .  .  .  .H Hn n n n
0 0
thus
` ÃFn
F l s F l . 20 .  .  . n 25 5Fnsy` n
 .From relation 13 , we have
p
X XTl y l y x , l z x , l dx s W z, y y W z, y , 21 .  .  .  .  .  .H xsp xs0
0
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where
y x , l y x , l .  .1 2
W y, z s . . X Xz x , l z x , l .  .1 2
 .  .Let C x, l be the solution of the differential equation 8 with
 .  .C p , l s cos b , and C p , l s ysin b. Set1 2
G l s W F p , l , C p , l .  .  . .
s F p , l C p , l y F p , l C p , l .  .  .  .1 2 2 1
s ysin b F p , l y cos b F p , l . 22 .  .  .1 2
Similarly,
G lX s ysin b F p , lX y cos b F p , lX . 23 .  .  .  .1 2
 .  X.  .  .Multiplying 22 by F p , l and 23 by F p , l and subtracting the1 1
resulting equations, we have
G l F p , lX y G lX F p , l .  .  .  .1 1
X Xs cos b F p , l F p , l y F p , l F p , l . 24 .  .  .  .  .2 1 1 2
 .  .  X.  X.  .If we put y x, l s F x, l , and z x, l s F x, l in 21 , and observe
  .  X..  .  X.that W F 0, l , F 0, l s 0 since both F 0, l and F 0, l satisfy the
 .same boundary condition 9 at 0, it then follows that
p
X XTl y l F x , l F x , l dx .  .  .H
0
s F p , lX F p , l y F p , lX F p , l 25 .  .  .  .  .1 2 2 1
 .which, in view of 24 , can be reduced to
p
X XG l F p , l y G l F p , l .  .  .  .1 1X XTl y l F x , l F x , l dx s , .  .  .H cos b0
provided that cos b / 0. By taking the limit as lX ª l , we obtainn
p yG l F p .  .n , 1Tl y l F x , l F x dx s 26 .  .  .  .Hn n cos b0
 .  .  .since G l s 0 by 22 and 10 . Similarly, we can show thatn
p yG l F p .  .n , 2Tl y l F x , l F x dx s , 27 .  .  .  .Hn n sin b0
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provided that sin b / 0. Differentiating with respect to l and taking the
limit as l ª l , we obtainn
p
XyG l F p .  .n n , 12 T5 5F s F x F x dx s 28 .  .  .Hn n n cos b0
yGX l F p .  .n n , 2s . 29 .
sin b
 .  .  .From 19 , 26 , and 28 , we have for b / pr2
ÃF G l .n s , 30 .X2 l y l G l5 5  .  .F n nn
 .  .  .and if b s pr2, we use 19 , 27 , and 29 to obtain the same result. Now
 .  .  .the substitution of Eq. 30 into 20 yields 16 .
 .To show the uniform convergence of the series 16 on a compact set K
of the complex plane, let
N F x .n
S x s F l . .  .N n 25 5FnsyN n
 .  .For b / pr2, we have by the Cauchy]Schwarz inequality, Eqs. 20 , 26
  . .  .or 27 if b s pr2 , and 28 ,
2N G l .
F l y F l .  . Xn l y l G l .  .n nnsyN
2
N ÃFns F l y F l .  . n 25 5FnsyN n
2
p Ts f x y S x F x , l dx .  .  .H N
0
p
2T 5 5F F x , l F x , l dx f y S .  .H N /0
5 5 2F C K f y S , . N
but the last term goes to zero as N ª `, where
p
TC K s max F x , l F x , l dx - `. .  .  .H /lgK 0
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 .  .To complete the proof, we must show that the function G l in 22 is
 .essentially the infinite product in 17 . Of course, the function defined in
 .22 is an entire function whose only zeros are the eigenvalues of the Dirac
Ã .  .problem. If we denote the infinite product in 17 temporarily by G l , we
Ã .  .  .  .can write G l s g l G l , where g l is an entire function with no
zeros. Thus,
ÃG l g l G l .  .  .
s ,X XÃG l . g l G l .  .n n n
and the conclusion of the theorem remains valid for the function
 .  .F l rg l .
4. APPLICATIONS
 .  .  .Consider the boundary-value problem 8 ] 10 in which p x s 0 s
 .r x :
yX s l y , yX s yl y , 31 .2 1 1 2
y 0 sin a q y 0 cos a s 0 32 .  .  .1 2
y p sin b q y p cos b s 0. 33 .  .  .1 2
 .  . T  .It is easy to see that a solution of 31 and 32 is given by F x, l s
  .  ..  .cos l x y a , sin l x y a . By substituting this solution in 33 , we obtain
 .  .  .cos lp y a sin b q sin lp y a cos b s sin lp q b y a s 0, hence,
the eigenvalues are l s n y grp , where g s b y a .n
 .  .Therefore, the function G l defined in Eq. 17 is given by
` ` 2l l l
G l s 1 y s 1 q 1 y .   2 2 /  /  /n y d d n y dnsy` ns0
sin p l q d .
s ,
sin pd
 . `  2 2 .where d s grp , and g / 0. If g s 0, then G l s l 1 y l rn sns1
sin plrp .
Therefore, Theorem 3.1 now takes on the form: If
p
F l s f x cos l x y a q f x sin l x y a dx , 4 .  .  .  .  .H 1 2
0
2w xfor some f and f g L 0, p , then1 2
` sin p l y n q d .
F l s F n y d , .  .
p l y n q d .nsy`
for all d .
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 .  .  .In particular, if f x s f x s f x , we have a generalization of the1 2
 .  .Hartley transform F l of a bandlimited function f x
p
F l s cos l x y a q sin l x y a f x dx 4 .  .  .  .H
0
which can be reconstructed via
` sin p l y n q d .
F l s F n y d , .  .
p l y n q d .nsy`
where d s c y arp , for some arbitrary constant c. When a s 0 we
obtain the Hartley transform
p
 4F l s cos l x q sin l x f x dx , .  .H
0
and
` sin p l y n q c .
F l s F n y c . .  .
p l y n q c .nsy`
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